Electric manipulation of magnetism in bilayer van der Waals magnets.
The ferromagnetism of the two dimensional (2D) Cr2Ge2Te6 atomic layers with the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and the Curie temperature 30-50 K has recently been experimentally confirmed. By performing the density-functional theory calculations, we demonstrate that the magnetic properties of bilayer Cr2Ge2Te6 can be flexibly tailored, due to the effective band structure tuning by the external electric field. The electric field induces the semiconductor-metal transition and redistributes charge and spin between the two layers. Furthermore, the magnetic anisotropy energy of the bilayer Cr2Ge2Te6 can be obviously enhanced by the electric field, which is helpful to stabilize the long-range ferromagnetic order. Our study about the electric manipulation of magnetism based on the band structure engineering generally exists in 2D magnetic systems and will be of great significance in low-dimensional all-electric spintronics.